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Disclaimers
This presentation is qualified in its entirety by reference to, and must be read in conjunction with, the information contained in the prospectus supplement of Northland Power Inc.
(“Northland” or the “Company”) to its base shelf prospectus dated June 16, 2020. Neither the Company nor or any of the Underwriters has authorized anyone to provide prospective
purchasers with different or additional information from the information contained in the prospectus supplement. The Company and the Underwriters take no responsibility for and can
provide no assurance as to the reliability of, any other information that others may give you. No securities regulatory authority has expressed an opinion about the securities described herein
and it is an offence to claim otherwise. This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, nor shall there be any sale or distribution of
these securities in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation, sale or distribution would be unlawful. The Common Shares have not been and will not be registered under the United
States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”), or any U.S. state securities law and may not be offered or sold in the United States except in compliance with the
registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act and applicable U.S. state securities laws or pursuant to an exemption therefrom.
THIRD PARTY INFORMATION
This presentation includes market and industry data, which was obtained from publicly-available information, internally developed data, third party information and other sources believed by
the Company to be true. While neither the Company nor the Underwriters has independently verified any of the data from third-party sources referred to in this presentation or analyzed or
verified the underlying reports relied upon or referred to by such sources, or ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources, the Company believes that it obtained the
information from reliable sources and has no reason to believe it is not accurate in all material respects. The Company does not make any representation or warranty as to the origin, validity,
accuracy, completeness, currency or reliability of such information. The Company and the Underwriters disclaim and exclude all liability (to the extent permitted by law), for losses, claims,
damages, demands, costs and expenses of whatever nature arising in any way out of or in connection with the information in this presentation, its accuracy, completeness or by reason of
reliance by any person on any of it.
ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION
This presentation may have been sent to you in an electronic form. You are reminded that documents transmitted via this medium may be altered or changed during the process of electronic
transmission. You are responsible for protecting against viruses and other destructive items. Your receipt of this electronic transmission is at your own risk and it is your responsibility to take
precautions to ensure that it is free from viruses and other items of a destructive nature. As a consequence of the above, neither the Company, the Underwriters, nor any director, officer,
employee or agent of any of them or any affiliate of any such person accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever in respect of any difference between the presentation distributed to you
in electronic format and the hard copy version that may be made available to you.
FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements which are provided for the purpose of presenting information about management’s current expectations and plans. Readers
are cautioned that such statements may not be appropriate for other purposes. Northland’s actual results could differ materially from those expressed in, or implied by, these forwardlooking statements, and accordingly, no assurances can be given that any of the events anticipated by the forward-looking statements will transpire or occur. Forward-looking statements are
predictive in nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or include words such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “plans”, “predicts”, “believes”, “estimates”, “intends”, “targets”,
“projects”, “forecasts” or negative versions thereof and other similar expressions or future or conditional verbs such as “may”, “will”, “should”, “would” and “could”.
These statements may include, without limitation, statements regarding future Adjusted EBITDA, Free Cash Flow, Adjusted Free Cash Flow, the use of proceeds of the proposed offering,
existing and future development projects, benefits of the proposed acquisition and other matters relating to the proposed acquisition. These statements are based upon certain material
factors or assumptions that were applied in developing the forward-looking statements, including the design specifications of development projects, the provisions of contracts to which
Northland or a subsidiary is a party, management’s current plans and its perception of historical trends, current conditions and expected future developments, as well as other factors that
are believed to be appropriate in the circumstances. Forward-looking statements may include estimates, plans, expectations, opinions, forecasts, projections, guidance or other statements that are
not statements of fact and other factors described in the prospectus supplement.
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Disclaimers
FUTURE-ORIENTED FINANICAL INFORMATION
This presentation contains projected financial information with respect to Northland. Such projected financial information constitutes future oriented financial information, is included
for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as necessarily being indicative of future results. The assumptions and estimates underlying such financial information are
inherently uncertain and are subject to a wide variety of significant business, economic, competitive and other risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially
from those contained in the forward-looking financial information. Actual results may differ materially from the results contemplated by the projected financial information contained in
this presentation, and the inclusion in this presentation should not be regarded as a representation by any person that the results reflected in such projections will be achieved. The
independent auditors of Northland did not audit, review, compile or perform any procedures with respect to the projections for the purpose of their inclusion in this presentation, and
accordingly, such auditor has not expressed an opinion or provided any other form of assurance with respect thereto for the purpose of this presentation.
NON-IFRS MEASURES
This presentation includes references to the Company’s adjusted earnings before interest, income taxes, depreciation and amortization (“Adjusted EBITDA”), Free Cash Flow and
Adjusted Free Cash Flow, measures not prescribed by International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), and therefore do not have any standardized meaning under IFRS and may not be
comparable to similar measures presented by other companies. Non-IFRS financial measures are presented at Northland’s share of underlying operations. These measures should not be
considered alternatives to net income (loss), cash flow from operating activities or other measures of financial performance calculated in accordance with IFRS. Rather, these measures
are provided to complement IFRS measures in the analysis of Northland’s results of operations from management’s perspective. Management believes that Northland’s non-IFRS
financial measures are widely accepted and understood financial indicators used by investors and securities analysts to assess the performance of a company, including its ability to
generate cash through operations. These measures provide investors with additional information to assist them in understanding these critical components of the company’s financial
performance, including its ability to generate cash through its current operations. These measures have been applied consistently for all periods presented in this document.
Adjusted EBITDA represents core operating performance of the business excluding leverage, income tax and non-core accounting items. Adjusted EBITDA is calculated as Northland’s
share of net income (loss) adjusted for the provision for (recovery of) income taxes; depreciation of property, plant and equipment; amortization of contracts and other intangible assets;
net finance costs; interest income from Gemini; fair value (gain) loss on derivative contracts; unrealized foreign exchange (gain) loss; (gain) loss on sale of development assets; equity
accounting; costs attributable to an asset or business acquisition and other adjustments as appropriate, such as management and incentive fees earned by Northland from non-wholly
owned assets. Management believes Adjusted EBITDA is a meaningful measure of Northland’s operating performance because it excludes certain items included in the calculation of net
income (loss) that may not be appropriate determinants of long-term operating performance.
Free Cash Flow (“FCF”) represents the cash generated from the business that management believes is representative of cash available to pay dividends, while preserving the long-term
value of the business. Free Cash Flow is calculated as Northland’s share of cash provided by operating activities adjusted for short-term changes in operating working capital; nonexpansionary capital expenditures; interest incurred on outstanding debt; scheduled principal repayments and upfinancings; major maintenance and debt reserves; interest income from
Northland’s subordinated loan to Gemini; proceeds from government grants; preferred share dividends; net proceeds from sale of development assets; and other adjustments as
appropriate, including, but not limited to, lease payments. Free Cash Flow excludes pre-completion revenue required to service debt and related operating costs for projects under
construction and excludes costs attributable to an asset or business acquisition. Management believes Free Cash Flow is a meaningful measure of Northland’s ability to generate cash
flow, after on-going obligations, to fund dividend payments.
Adjusted Free Cash Flow (“Adjusted FCF”) is calculated by excluding growth-related expenditures from Free Cash Flow. Management believes this measure provides a relevant
presentation of cash flow generated from the business before investment-related decisions. Management believes Adjusted Free Cash Flow is a meaningful measure of Northland’s
ability to generate cash flow, after on-going obligations, to reinvest in growth and fund dividend payments.
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Key Themes for Northland’s Strategy
Resilient Operations & Global Growth Platform

1

Continue to Deliver Superior
Value to Shareholders

2

Resilience and Strength
in Operations through
COVID-19 Pandemic

3

Global Decarbonization
is Accelerating

4

Northland Well
Positioned to Compete
and Deliver Growth

5

Preparing for the Next Wave
of Decarbonization in
Renewable Fuels

• 30+ year track record of market leadership and value creation in renewables
• Accelerating growth with continued focus on offshore wind

• Continued operations with high availability, ensure reliable energy supply
• Enacted measures to protect health and safety of staff and communities

• Next decade will see increasing global efforts to decarbonize energy grids
• Creating significant growth opportunities for renewable energy, with offshore wind being the
fastest growing technology
• Increased growth pipeline anchored by offshore wind, provides visible path to substantial
growth in Adjusted EBITDA, Free Cash Flow and Adjusted Free Cash Flow
• Strong balance sheet and liquidity to support growth objectives

• New significant markets forming to meet challenges of 100% carbon-free electricity grids in
decarbonizing in heat, transportation and industry

Source: Northland Power February 2021 Investor Day.
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Accelerating Growth
Northland’s Capital Allocation Focused on Renewable Growth

Offshore Wind

Onshore Renewables

Efficient Natural Gas

Energy Storage

Reduce Exposure

Establish Position

Increase Exposure

Increase Exposure

Utilities

Increase Exposure

Renewable Green Fuels

(e.g. Hydrogen, Renewable Natural Gas)

Establish Position

Source: Northland Power February 2021 Investor Day.
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Accelerating Growth (Cont’d)
Balancing Long-Term Growth with Near-Term Cash Flow

2021 – 2025 Objective

Focus on Providing Near-Term Cash Flow

2026 – 2030 Objective
Accelerating
Growth

1

Development of Onshore Renewable Projects
with Shorter Incubation Periods

1

Offshore Wind Drives Significant Growth
in Capacity and Cash Flow

2

M&A to Augment Immediate Cash Flow

2

New Initiatives to Drive Additional Growth

Source: Northland Power February 2021 Investor Day.
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Announced Growth Targets
Northland to Double Business by the latter half of the Decade



4 – 5 GW in Identified
Development Projects focused on offshore
wind



$15 - $20+ Billion1 in Potential Capital
Investments over the Next 5 Years



Double-Digit IRRs on
Offshore Wind Greenfield Development



More than Double Adjusted EBITDA to
$2.5+ Billion by the latter half of the Decade

Source: Northland Power February 2021 Investor Day.
1. Excludes incremental Greenfield Development and M&A. Total capital investments are based on recent estimates of Identified Development Projects and are subject to change as projects advance
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Northland Strategy Recap
Key Priorities Over Next Five Years

1

2

3

Leverage Strong Position in Offshore Wind

Press strong position in offshore wind by sourcing and advancing large-scale projects in key identified
target markets

Execute Near-Term Growth

Secure near-term growth through onshore renewables and transmission and distribution assets in
select markets

Position for New Wave of Global Decarbonization
Targeting further growth from storage and renewable fuels

Source: Northland Power February 2021 Investor Day.
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2. Recent Events
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Recent Events
Development Updates

1. Closed 49% acquisition of Baltic Power (Poland Offshore Wind Project) with partner PKN Orlen on
March 24, 2021 and applied for the 25-year CfD contract with expected award by mid-year 2021

2. Accepted NY Wind (Onshore Renewables) 20 year indexed renewable energy credits (REC) offtake
contracts with the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority for three onshore
wind projects

3. Hai Long (Taiwan Offshore Wind Project) received approval for the Industrial Relevance Plan

(“IRP”) submitted to the Taiwan Industrial Development Bureau. Approval of the IRP, which sets out
Northland’s commitments to local procurement, marks a significant milestone in the ongoing
development of this important project.

4. Update on Construction Activities at the La Lucha Solar Project
Other Corporate Updates

1. Closed €886 million Deutsche Bucht Re-Financing; reducing interest rate to 2.3% (from 2.6%) and

adding a Debt Service Reserve Facility, which will allow for the immediate release of €50 million of
cash ($73 million equivalent), enhancing Northland’s corporate liquidity.

2. Northland Corporate Credit Rating Reaffirmed on March 23, 2021 BBB (Stable).
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3. Spanish Onshore Renewables Acquisition Highlights
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Investment Thesis
A Leading Renewable Power Portfolio in the Spanish Market

Spanish
Growth
Opportunity

1

• Government mandate to achieve 70% renewables by 2030
― 35 – 40 GW of onshore renewables capacity by 2030
― 16.5 GW of new renewable procurement expected over the next 5 years
― Alternative off-take strategies available with large energy users required to source
10% of electricity demand through renewable sources

• Significant consolidation opportunity given fragmentation in the market

Spanish
Onshore
Renewables
Portfolio

2

3

Establishes
Spanish Onshore
Renewables
Platform

Attractive Highly
Contracted
Portfolio

• Scale operating footprint (540 MW) with Top 10 position in Spain
• Opportunity to build platform in asset management, development and O&M capabilities
for onshore renewables in Europe

• Entry point for further European expansion

• Diversified portfolio including 33 assets across three technologies throughout Spain
• 100% of capacity supported by long-term contractual underpinning with stable market
regulation

• 13 years of remaining average regulatory life which extends Northland’s weighted
average contract life

4

Positive Financial
Contribution

• Immediately accretive to FCF/sh and Adjusted FCF/sh
• 5-year average annual Adjusted EBITDA of €90 million / ~$135 million1 and 5 Year
average annual FCF and Adjusted FCF ~$25 million1

• Will supplement Northland’s ability to fund its long-term growth pipeline

1. Adjusted EBITDA assumes EUR/CAD rate of 1.50 and Adjusted FCF is converted at the hedged rate
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Transaction Summary
Attractive Entry Point with Consistent Investment Grade Financing Plan

Purchase Price

• €345 million (~$520 million) of cash consideration
• Including assumed non-recourse debt of €716 million (~$1,075 million) and implies TEV of €1.1 billion (~$1.6 billion)

• Consistent with Northland’s investment grade profile
Financing Plan

• Cash portion of the purchase price fully funded via common share issuance
• Prior to closing, a long-term hedging program will be put in place consistent with current Euro exposure

Timeline &
Approvals

• Acquisition is subject to certain closing conditions such as the Foreign Investment Approval from the Spanish
Government and obtaining of consents under the existing Financing Agreements

• Acquisition expected to close in the third quarter of 2021 subject to certain customary closing conditions

* Assumes EUR/CAD spot rate of 1.50
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High Quality, Long-term Regulated Renewables Portfolio
Expansion into Spain with an Industry Leading Multi-Technology Portfolio
Spanish Portfolio Overview

Asset Locations in Spain

• Portfolio is 540 MW (net) comprised of onshore
renewables with a regulated tariff

– ~80% of the portfolio consists of onshore wind
assets, with the balance comprising solar PV and
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP)

• Portfolio benefits from a diversified mix of equipment

suppliers and OEM providers, mitigating exposure to any
single manufacturer or service provider

• Operations and Maintenance services are provided by a
combination of Plenium (solar PV) and OEMs (onshore
wind and CSP) under medium to long-term agreements

Madrid

• Plenium (also vendor) manages over 130 operating power
stations with an aggregate capacity of 2.2 GW including
Wind, Solar Thermal and Solar PV across Spain, Italy and
Portugal.
Onshore Wind

Solar PV

Concentrated
Solar Power

Net Capacity

424 MW

66 MW

50 MW

Project(s)

14

18

1

Average Asset
Age

11 Years

10 Years

10 Years

Fully Regulated

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Solar Power

Operating portfolio supplies
over 270,000 of households with energy
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Attractive Spanish Renewables Market
Future Growth Potential with Announced Coal and Nuclear Phase-Outs Supporting Renewables Growth
Key Development Areas



Spain requires an additional ~80 TWh / ~37 GW of
renewables to meet its 70% renewable electricity
target by 2030



Multiple options for offtake including: Corporate PPAs,
government auctions and the wholesale energy market



Spain announced coal fleet phase out by 2025 and
nuclear fleet phase out by 2036; growth in renewables
will replace them



Spanish government has stated they will mandate large
energy users to procure at least 10% of annual
electricity demand through PPAs with renewables
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Scale Operating Footprint To Expand Platform
An Industry Leading Proven Portfolio in Spain
•

Acquisition places Northland as a top 10 onshore renewable asset owner in Spain
―

Spanish Portfolio is one of the largest portfolios in Spain by operational capacity – top 10 overall and a top 5 amongst
international players

•

Significant number of smaller portfolios of assets that could be an opportunity for future acquisitions

•

The top 10 players account for ~20 GW of the total ~35 GW1 of renewables capacity in Spain
BNEF Spain Renewables League Table1 (As of November 1, 2020)
6.4
3.7
3.5
2.2
1.0
0.9
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.5

Other Asset Owners
<500 MW

15.0
9.0

Renewables Capacity (GW)

1. Includes onshore wind, solar PV, and solar thermal; excludes hydro
Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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Pro Forma Impact of Spanish Renewables Transaction
Portfolio Provides Scale and Diversity in Attractive Growth Market in Europe
Pro Forma Net Installed Capacity
Total Net Capacity
2,266 MW

Europe Net Capacity
2,806 MW

1,434 MW
894 MW

Current

Pro Forma

Current

Pro Forma

Pro Forma 2021E Adjusted EBITDA Contributions
Current Business Mix
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Key Transaction Highlights
Attractive Acquisition Opportunity Providing Re-Entry into European Onshore Renewables
• Positions Northland as top 10 owner of operating onshore renewables in Spain and provides better
access to growth opportunities locally and elsewhere in Europe

Strategically Sound
Acquisition

• Immediate cash flow contribution to further support offshore development strategy/initiatives

• Portfolio provides scale and technological diversity in an attractive growth market in Europe
• Assets are supported with a regulated tariff with more than 13 years remaining of regulatory life
Establishes European
Onshore Renewables

• Low merchant exposure with close to 80% of the portfolio value generated during the regulatory
period

• Immediate accretion to Free Cash Flow per share and Adjusted Free Cash Flow per share
Attractive
Risk-Weighted Economics

• Strong contribution in annual Adjusted EBITDA

• Attractive purchase price
Compelling Acquisition

• Low execution risk
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4. Financing
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Use of Proceeds of the Offering
$900 Million Public Offering to Support Spanish Acquisition and Northland’s Identified Development Growth
Opportunities

April 2021 Proposed Offering Use of Gross Proceeds

~$380M**

Equity capital requirements including acquisition
costs for Baltic Power and expected near-term
capital commitments for Northland’s portfolio of 4
to 5 GW of identified development projects and to
repay borrowings under Northland’s corporate
revolver.

42%

~$520M

$900M*

Spanish Onshore
Renewables Acquisition
58%

Following the equity offering, Northland expects to have approximately $800 million of available liquidity
to support future growth initiatives
*Use of Proceeds illustration represents gross proceeds from the $900 million base deal offering
** Includes underwriting fee/expenses from the equity offering
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5. Appendix
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Asset Photos
Onshore Wind Assets (Sample)

Carcelen wind farm (50 MW) located in Albacete (east coast of Spain, south of Madrid)

Tella wind farm (50 MW) located in Murica (east coast of Spain, south of Madrid)

Solar PV Assets (Sample)

Casatejada solar PV plant (10 MW) located on the west coast of Spain near Badajoz
(south of Madrid)
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Asset Photos (Cont’d)
CSP (Concentrated Solar Power) Asset (Lebrija)
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Northland Power

30 St. Clair Avenue West,
12th Floor
Toronto, ON Canada M4V 3A1

Wassem Khalil

Senior Director Investor
Relations & Strategy
4

647.288.1019

Email:

investorrelations@northlandpower.com

Website:

northlandpower.com
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